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Another Award-Winning Beaver Mountain Log Home!
Log Home Living, a magazine devoted to log homes,
conducted a vote by their log home enthusiast readers to
select the top homes of 2018. Selecting from dozens of
homes, the voters selected the “Mountainview” as one of
the Best Homes of 2018 and it will be featured in their
Best Log and Timber Homes special issue.

Fred and Carol started with some acreage and a dream.
They wanted a property that was horse friendly, casual but
still well designed to accommodate their wide circle of
family and friends who visit. They started with a concept
and looked to the design team at Beaver Mountain to bring
their dream to fruition.

Continued inside...

“Mountainview” is a
timeless and exactly what
they wanted their log
cabin to be. Carol added,
“The quality was there.
You get what you pay for
and we wound up with a
good deal when we chose
Beaver Mountain.”

John Lanner, a senior design team member at
Beaver Mountain, visited their building site to get a better
idea of how the home should be designed. The land had a
pond and a beautiful view of the purple mountains, which
they wanted to take advantage of. John worked with them
on floor plans that would give them the open feel that they
wanted as well as the master suite on the main floor. Fred
and Carol had some basic design ideas that they asked to
be worked into the plans - including a cathedral ceiling in
the entry, a first floor master bedroom and a few bedrooms
and bathrooms upstairs. As he got to know the couple,
he developed a sense of what they wanted and after a
few tweaks he gave them a layout that
checked off everything on their wish-list.
Fred and Carol are rather
unique, because they have experienced
the perfect build after enduring a poor
experience with another company. After
that experience they sold that home and
started looking for a company they could
trust. Fred saw a cabin in Fleischmans,
NY under construction and he knew it
was exactly what he wanted. He stopped
and talked to the builder. The cabin was
a Beaver Mountain home and as Fred
walked around he was convinced. Beaver
Mountain was the company he wanted to
work with. The design of Fred and Carol’s

They hired
Todd Stinson, owner
of Cedarcrest Builders,
to build the home. He
had worked with Beaver
Mountain in the past and
was pleased to be chosen
to do the construction.
Todd was comfortable
and confident with the product quality and customer
service. He stated, “If there is a problem or a last minute
change, everyone at Beaver Mountain is there to handle it”
Fred and Carol are incredibly pleased with their
home and enjoy the opportunity to show it off. They got
to lay the stonewall terrace that creates a frame for the
house and will plant numerous flowers in the spring. The
remnants of an old foundation on the property were repurposed to build the wall. Fred knew that the wall would
help showcase the home.
“They listened,” became the mantra for the build.

ABOUT THE BUILDER
Todd Stinson, Cedarcrest Builders Inc.
South Kortright, NY • 607-434-7679

The couple was always in the mix and felt comfortable asking questions and
getting involved in the planning. “Everyone at Beaver Mountain, including
the design team always listened,” Carol said.
Sitting on the front deck overlooking the pond and beautiful
mountains in the dinstance, one can see how the stresses of the world could
fade away. Fred and Carol truly have a home to be proud of.
For more photos and floorplan ideas, visit www.beavermtn.com.

Award Winning
Kitchen Design!
Beaver Mountain Log & Cedar
Homes also was voted 2018
Log Home Kitchen of the Year!
The “Green Acres” kitchen is a
beautiful design, featuring a full
island and opens to the great
room.
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Why Trust Your Dream Home to Beaver Mountain?
• Our EXPERTISE makes it easier for you! Proven success with over
2,200 satisfied customers since 1982.
• KNOWLEDGE - Sincere, caring professionals with over 300 years
combined experience to “help you every step of the way”!
• REPUTATION for excellence. Our homes are built with brand name top
quality materials - a solid investment and exceptional value.
• BUILDER-FRIENDLY, labor saving, precision pre-cut (ready to build)
White Pine and Red Cedar Log, Timber and Hybrid custom-crafted building
systems crafted with pride!
• Conveniently located and offering exceptional,
prompt, personalized customer services to the
NORTHEAST US. Model Homes & Design
Center, 6 miles west of Hancock, NY on Route
17/I-86.

Call JoAnn at 607-467-2700 to schedule your
personal appointment or for more information.

“Good, Better, Best.
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Never let it rest until your good is better and your better is best.” - Anonymous

